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A shapely collection of apartments on the lower north shore is expected to

catch the eye of empty-nesters, downsizers and executive professionals.

Colindia is four-storey luxury residential project from developer Fortis,

whose brief to PBD Architects called for a design that reflected the refined

nature of the neighbourhood in an “architecturally memorable” design.
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Feature curves wrap around building, which also incorporates textured

renders, bronzemodules and hand-laid stone paving.

“We approached the whole building as a sculpted artform, inspired by

natural organic and fluid forms and materials,” architect Paul Buljevic says.

“The use of curved walls creates a soft and inviting spatial experience, with

masonry elements that accentuate verticality.”

Simone MacGinley of Melbourne-based design firm Ewert Leaf took a

“light, fresh and calm” approach to the interiors of the seven residences,

including a full-floor penthouse with butler’s pantry.
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“Inspired by the harbourside, we’ve used materials and textures that nod to

the local area,” she says.

“The interior spaces are an extension of the architecture, drawing

harmonious parallels in form and materiality, captured in natural textures

and tones.”

Some apartments showcase views of the Sydney CBD and Harbour Bridge.

Other highlights include gas fireplaces in all seven apartments, high-end

appliances, underfloor heating in the bathrooms and en suites, lift access

to all floors, concealed reverse-cycle air-conditioning and secure basement
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to all floors, concealed reverse-cycle air-conditioning and secure basement

storage enclosures.

The pet-friendly block offers CCTV security, bike racks and provision for

electric car charging.
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High-end landscape architecture studio Wyer & Co’s lush design

complements the fluid lines of the building, as founder Anthony Wyer

explains.

“Feature greenery at the entrance mingles with low-level plantings to

create a sense of arrival, while layers of textural foliage engineer privacy

throughout,” he says.

Colindia is about three kilometres north of the Sydney CBD.
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It takes less than five minutes to walk to the nearest bus stop.

It’s a 10-minute walk to the ferries at Neutral Bay and about 20 minutes to

trains at Milsons Point or North Sydney.
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We recommend

We recommend

Colindria is open for inspection by appointment  with The CBRE Residential

Projects. 
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